Regular Meeting Sep 26, 1907
Called to order by President at 5 o'clock. Present: Call Meader, Bradley, Brodie, Gantt, Johnstone, Newman (exc miss) Mansell, and Lewis.

The application of W. Lykes for permission to take in addition to Junior Third Term Freshman math, first term Soph Math, and Third Term Junior Chemistry was refused.

J. W. Heneghan + C. E. Sandley were given permission to change to Course II. and R. J. Gassert to Course V.

The faculty passed the following resolution offered by Mr. Heneghan expressing their opinion on the proposition to hold the corps of cadets to the state fair: "That the faculty regard such an interruption of college work as extremely undesirable."

A. G. Shanklin
Sec. of Faculty

Regular Meeting Oct 3, 1907
Called to order by President at 5 o'clock. Present: Call Meader, Brodie (exc), Lachenaut, Earl, B. G. Gantt, Gardner, Lee, Mansell (exc), Newman, C. E., Shiver, and Lewis. W. C. Poet was given permission to change from Mechanics to Agriculture Course.
W. A. Barnett was given permission to
not have re-examination in English until
end of term as he was sick in hospital at
scheduled time.

N. Lyle was granted an irregular
course taking subject on which he is
deficient in Fresh, Soph and Junior
classes.

The faculty granted the request of Athletic
Association asking that college work
stop two afternoons at 4 o'clock on
account of games to be played on
campus.

The President announced to the faculty
that
the same rule as here to date, in regard to
gressing cadets from class room when not well. That is
that a student should not be excused
unless the orderly presents a written
order from the President stating that
that the cadet is wanted at once.

A. J. Franklin
Sec. Faculty

Regular Meeting Oct 1907
Called to order by the President at 6:14 p.m.
Absent on roll: Alice Menes, Rose, Bradley,
Burgoon (in Faith, Gardner, Lewis and Byrnes).
J. K. Edelburg and J. W. Crawford were
granted permission to change from Civil Engineering to Agricultural colony.
M. R. Sandifer was given an additional
month in which to make up failures.
J. R. Marshall was admitted to regular
senior class, to become regular if
satisfactory certificate are presented
from the Tech. School.

A. J. Franklin
and Reunuenct Report was changed to agree with par. 15 of Regulations
the Government of Cochet.

M. Johnston was given permission to change the marks of Cash, Bearden and Wilson.

Regular Meeting Oct. 17

Called to order by Pres. at 5:10 P.M.

Absent on call Cash, Meeks, Newman, C.O. (by)

Shore and Remi.

J.D. Williams having failed to present satisfactory certificate from the A&M College of M., or preder, math was ordered by faculty to go enter Fresh class regular, or retire from college.

Cadets Paasheet and Wood were directed to schedule all their sophomore and such of junior work as they can.

Ag. Shanklin

Sec. Fa.

Regular Meeting Oct. 24, 1907

Called to order by Pres. at 5:15 P.M.

Absent on call Cash, Meeks, Bradley,

Bordie Ewing, Cachman, Cauthan, H. H., Hasker,

Hook, Hunter (2d), Morris, and Lewis.

Mr. Houston, Ch. Com. in Aug., students submitted schedulaces for cadet, land, fleet.

Work set for scheduling all their sophomore work

and such of their junior as could be arranged for, which schedules were approved by the faculty.

Ag. Shanklin

Sec. Fa.
Regular Meeting Oct 31 – 1907
Called to order by Pres. at 5:15 PM.
Present on roll call: Meiser, Barlow (by Burgan), Cech, Earle (E), Beatt, Newman, C. E., Newman, C. E., Riggs (by Mcferrin), Lewis, and Barlow.

Cadet T. D. Williams was given permission to continue in Sophomore class and take in addition Fresh Math.

J. L. Marshall was granted an irregular course, schedule to be arranged so that he may graduate in two years.

A. G. Shanklin
Sec of Faculty

Regular Meeting Nov 1 – 1907
Called to order by the President at 5:15 PM.
Present on roll call: Meiser, Barlow (by Burgan), Cech, Earle (E), Beatt, Newman, C. E., Newman, C. E., Riggs, Lewis, and Barlow.

The application of A. B. Green for an irregular course in electrical engineering was refused. The application of W. J. Evans for permission to leave college at the end of the first year and to be given an examination on 2nd Year Fresh Math at the beginning of next session was granted.

Upon motion of W. Daniel, Meiser, Furman, Hardin, and Manion were appointed a committee to draft suitable resolutions upon the death of Prof. Brodie.

The faculty resolved that the Board of Trustees be requested to place a suitable tablet in the Chapel to the memory of Prof. Brodie.

A. G. Shanklin
Sec of Faculty